Technology that moves fashion forward
Our tools move as fast as your ideas.

Today, your ideas have to come fast, make it to market first, and be of the highest quality. Your designs have to go from concept to consumer under impossible deadlines. In this environment, you need super-efficient software tools that speed design and keep every supply chain partner communicating.

The most robust integration with Adobe® Illustrator® and Photoshop®

Fiery DesignPro’s color, design, and fashion toolsets are easy to use because they work seamlessly with the Adobe software you use every day. You can experiment with new ideas and see results instantly. When your work is ready to share, it’s also a breeze to collaborate with multi-national partners all the way through to production.

You can sketch flats symmetrically, add technical callouts quickly, and export storyboards of all garment sketches easily. You can even fill line sheets with the artwork created in vector or raster tools, making it simple to present all possible options within a line.
Communicate color consistently

**Fiery DesignPro Color Range**
Create color ranges in Illustrator around a single color, match colors to a color library with one click, or adjust colors on the fly to accurately match the printed result.

**Fiery DesignPro Design Utilities**
Keep colors, patterns, and seasonal palette data organized in Illustrator, Photoshop, and DesignPro RS for design teams within your company. Share them easily with vendors or brand owners. When a color or palette changes, you’ll get automatic updates in real time.
Custom design tools make everything simpler and easier.

**Fiery DesignPro Repeat**
Create repeat patterns in Illustrator and Photoshop using straight, drop, and shift layouts. Use in conjunction with vector or raster art to proficiently deliver sophisticated and professional design layouts.

**Fiery DesignPro Weave**
Create woven constructions and recolor them in Illustrator. Design patterns such as stripes, plaids, and complex dobby patterns using the Weave tool.

**Fiery DesignPro Knit**
Create knit patterns including Fair Isles and Intarsias. Create knit layouts and recolor them in Illustrator, using either graph or knit-simulation preview mode.
**Fiery DesignPro Geo**

Easily create complex snowflake and geometric motif patterns in Illustrator. Use these motifs in the Repeat tool to easily generate a tiled layout of a complex geometric pattern.

**Fiery DesignPro Colorist**

Quickly recolor artwork in Illustrator and Photoshop to create multiple colorways from a single design. Display the colorways for different versions of the artwork both for presentations or to print.

**Fiery DesignPro Fashion Utilities**

Make garment sketching in 2D easy. Use symmetry lines to create both sides of the garment at the same time in Illustrator, and automatically fill your garments with fabric designs from the swatch library.
Benefit from a complete digital textile solution

The EFI digital textile ecosystem makes it easy to collaborate globally. Use it to drive efficiency gains in sample-making and manufacturing. Or to open new opportunities for brands and retailers alike with point-of-need manufacturing — all while taking time and cost out of workflows from design to production and finishing.

EFI digital textile ecosystem

**DESIGN & CREATION**

**EFI Fiery DesignPro**
- Plug-ins for Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator
- Efficient tools for creative textile and fashion design
- Seasonal palette management, color ranges, repeats, colorants, knit, and weave design
- Product Suites for Textile, Fashion and Print production

**EFI Optitex 2D/3D Digital Solutions**
- Integrated sample-making platform
- 2D CAD/CAM pattern design
- 3D true-to-life digital prototyping
- Automatic nesting and cutting optimization

**ECOMMERCE**

**EFI Digital StoreFront**
- eCommerce and Web-to-Print
- Customizable storefronts
- Streamlined orders

**PROOFING & SAMPLING**

**Fiery XF**
- Seamless communication from Fiery XF to proofing and production devices alike
  - Driving 750+ proofing and production printers
- Consistent color communication
  - Textile designers
  - Brand owners
  - Production facilities
A single source for support, professional services, and maintenance

**PRODUCTION**

**EFI Fiery proServer**
- Digital front end (DFE) and RIP
- Professional color management solution
- Dedicated EFI hardware for high performance
- Textile production tools

**EFI Reggiani textile printers**
- High performance
- Optimal print quality
- Versatile
- Reliable
- Low maintenance costs
- Low ink consumption

**EFI Reggiani inks**
- Eco-friendly and water-based
- Excellent color performance and print durability
- High chroma for extended color gamut
- Longer printhead life

**POSTPRODUCTION**

**Mezzera pre- and post-treatment**
- High quality for continuous and discontinuous washing, bleaching, and mercerizing
- High-efficiency lines for any kind of fabric printing, preparation, and finishing
- Treatments for soft hand feel and color brilliance
- Improves characteristics of the finished garment

services, and maintenance
Find out how Fiery DesignPro makes every step of the textile design process creative, quick, and easy.

**Three convenient product suites**

Fiery DesignPro software works within Photoshop or Illustrator in Adobe CS6 and all Adobe Creative Cloud versions and is PC and MAC compatible. Choose the product suite that best fits your needs.
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**Benefits**

**Subscription service for low cost of entry**

- Low yearly subscription costs
- Low cost per seat
- Live remote support plus continuous DesignPro updates and improvements included in your subscription
- Flexibly assign or change user licenses with cloud-based licensing

**Increase designer productivity and reduce design time**

- Minimal learning curve
- Set up and store templates for faster presentation
- Use existing patterns by scanning images or create brand new art freehand or by precise measurement
- See real-time repeat and knit creations
- Sketch and edit garments in real time
- Automatically fill line sheets in any layout

**Communicate color consistently**

- Create colorways for all artwork
- Recolor raster patterns within Adobe applications
- Easily save and share color palettes with your team in Illustrator, Photoshop, and DesignPro RS
- Create color books in standard color modes for quick and accurate matching
- Quickly match RGB or CMYK colors to proprietary color systems

To find out more about how EFI Fiery DesignPro can dramatically boost your design speed, visit [www.efi.com/designpro](http://www.efi.com/designpro).

**EFI fuels success.**

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit [www.efi.com](http://www.efi.com) or call 650-357-3500 for more information.